In this contribution a micromechanically motivated model for rate-dependent switching effects in piezoelectric materials is developed. The proposed framework is embedded into a three-dimensional finite element setting whereby each element is assumed to represent an individual grain. Related dipole (polarization) directions are thereby initially randomly oriented at the element level to realistically capture the originally un-poled state of grains in the bulk ceramics. The onset of domain switching processes is based on a representative energy criterion and combined with a linear kinetics theory accounting for time-dependent propagation of domain walls during switching processes. In addition, grain boundary effects are incorporated by making use of a macromechanically motivated probabilistic approach. Standard volume-averaging techniques with respect to the response on individual grains in the bulk ceramics are later on applied to obtain representative hysteresis and butterfly curves under macroscopically uniaxial loading conditions at different loading frequencies. It turns out that the simulations based on the developed finite element formulation nicely match experimental data reported in the literature.
Introduction
Piezoelectric materials exhibit coupled mechanical and electrical response which makes them widely used for the design of smart structures and intelligent systems as sensors and actuators. Common applications are, for instance, in the field of vibration damping and noise control, fuel injection mechanism in automobiles, ink-jet printers, micro-positioning, etc. These materials typically exhibit pronounced nonlinear response under sufficiently higher electromechanical loading conditions. The main reason for this type of behavior stems from the change in spontaneous polarization directions which is referred to as domain switching. This distortion in the lattice structure apparently causes a change in strains, so-called spontaneous strains. Moreover, domain walls which separate different phases within individual grains, as typically observed in poly-crystalline piezoelectric materials, also move through the crystal so that the domain switching process is inherently inhomogeneous. Various types of experiments have been studied and reported in the literature in order to better understand the nonlinear behavior of these materials; the reader is referred to the contributions by, e.g., Cao and Evans (1993) , Hwang et al. (1995) , Lynch (1996) , Lu et al. (1999) or Huber and Fleck (2004) and references cited therein, where the specimen of interest is usually subjected to quasi-static cyclic electric and/or mechanical loading.
Computational modeling of nonlinear response of piezoelectric materials can be classified into two major approaches: On the one hand, micromechanical formulations directly address fundamental physical insight of the material. When setting up such theories, different length scales according to which particular aspects of the material behavior and substructure can be incorporated into the model; compare, for instance, Hwang et al. (1995) , Chen and Lynch (1998) or Lu et al. (1999) . In general, these models account for the bulk piezoelectric material being composed of various randomly oriented sub-cells. Commonly, volume averaging techniques are then applied to analyze the macroscopic behavior of representative specimens. Concerning the switching process itself, initialization of domain switching is, for instance, initiated if the reduction of potential energy exceeds a certain threshold; compare McMeeking (1998a, 1998b) . Alternative formulations, e.g., based on volume fraction concepts are elaborated by Chen et al. (1997) among others. Li and Weng (2001) recently proposed a formulation wherein thermodynamic considerations motivated the reduction in Gibbs free energy to serve as the driving force for switching. A critical switching value of the electric displacement for mono-crystalline piezoceramics together with additional stability arguments has been elaborated by Fotinich and Carman (2000) . On the other hand, phenomenological or rather macromechanical approaches constitute an alternative modeling concept. A representative set of state variables is thereby adopted and incorporated into essential expressions and functions such as the free energy. Further constitutive relations and evolution equations are then established by taking fundamental thermodynamic considerations into account; see for instance Lynch and McMeeking (1994) , Kamlah and Tsakmakis (1999) , Landis (2002) or Schröder and Romanowski (2005) . When setting up such phenomenologically motivated theories, one generally has the choice whether to fix material properties or to allow the material properties to change during the deformation process.
In general, the behavior of piezoelectric materials turns out to be rate-dependent which means that domains at the micro-level require a certain time to switch. This property obviously also affects the overall macroscopic response of piezoelectric materials. Janta (1971) developed a model to estimate the influence of the domain shape and different loading frequencies on the amplitude of the hysteresis loop as well as on the coercive electric field. The reported results indicate that the coercive electric field is solely slightly affected by the shape of the domain structure itself. In this context, Abeyaratne et al. (1994) developed a free energy based model and made use of a kinetic relation in order to set up a nucleation criterion. Switching response of individual phases are thereby captured by means of a constitutive theory. Furthermore, Arlt (1996a Arlt ( , 1996b proposed a modeling framework within which the propagation of new phases is dominated by the phase boundaries between the old and new nucleated phases. Rate-dependent response at excitation frequency ranges including domain wall motion has been addressed by Smith and Ounaies (2000) .
The finite element method turned out as a powerful tool for numerical simulations of piezoelectric materials. Fundamentals for the problem at hand have been addressed by Allik and Hughes (1970) , wherein use of variational principles has been made. Subsequently, (nonlinear) finite element formulations have been investigated in different contexts; see for instance the coupled formulations in Gaudenzi and Bathe (1995) and Schröder and Gross (2004) or, for an overview, the monograph by Silvester and Ferrari (1996) . In general, finite element techniques can be used to simulate both micro-and macromechanically motivated models, see for instance McMeeking (1998a, 1998b) or Kamlah and Böhle (2001) . However, applying the finite element method to micromechanical models with very fine meshes so that representative substructures are captured within a realistic macroscopic specimen size, might need too much CPU time compared with macromechanical models. Consequently, the development of powerful (coupled) homogenization techniques seems to be of particular interest.
The main goal of the present study is the development of a three-dimensional coupled finite element model, extending previous elaborations by the authors reported in Arockiarajan et al. (2005a Arockiarajan et al. ( , 2005b , to electromechanically induced rate-dependent domain switching of piezoelectric materials. The onset of domain switching is thereby initiated by means of an energy-based criterion. Moreover, nucleation of grains and propagation of domain walls are captured via a linear kinetics theory. Intergranular grain boundary effects are phenomenologically modeled by combining the switching criterion with an additional switching probability function which, practically speaking, weights a critical energy barrier. Finite element simulations as based on the proposed model including standard volume averaging techniques are compared with experimentally measured hysteresis and butterfly curves reported in the literature.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews essential balance relations and constitutive equations for piezoelectric materials. The modeling of rate-independent and in particular rate-dependent domain switching as well as the incorporation of intergranular effects are addressed in Section 3. Numerical examples as based on a coupled finite element formulation, which is summarized in Appendix A, are presented in Section 4. Finally, a short summary concludes the paper, see Section 5.
Constitutive model
For operating temperatures above the Curie temperature the symmetry of a piezoelectric material might change, depending on the particular composition of the material, from simple cubic structures to tetragonal or rhombohedral symmetries. Within this ferroelectric phase, relative atom positions in the crystal lattice might change which gives rise to nonzero net dipole moments. The effect itself is commonly denoted as piezoelectric effect. Correlated net dipole moments (per unit volume) are usually introduced as spontaneous polarization (vectors). During such phase transitions, the movements of atoms apparently result in lattice distortions which consequently cause mechanical strains, so-called spontaneous strains. In the following, we briefly summarize essential balance relations and constitutive equations for piezoelectric materials with particular emphasis on the physical phenomena mentioned above and appropriately capturing the initially un-poled state.
Balance relations
Assume B to denote the continuum body of interest. Moreover, B ⊂ R 3 denotes the configuration of B as defined by placements x ∈ R 3 of material points. The electric potential φ ∈ R and the displacement field u ∈ R 3 represent the underlying essential degrees of freedom. Equilibrium of B and the corresponding Gauß equation consequently result in
with ∂B u ∪ ∂B σ = ∂B φ ∪ ∂B D = ∂B and ∂B u ∩ ∂B σ = ∂B φ ∩ ∂B D = ∅; see Fig. 1 for a graphical illustration. The electric displacement vector and the stress tensor have thereby been denoted as D ∈ R 3 and σ = σ t ∈ R 3×3 . Corresponding unit normals with respect to the underlying surfaces of interest are characterized by n σ,D ∈ R 3 .
Constitutive equations
The commonly adopted set of so-called nonlinear constitutive equations for piezoelectric materials, accounting for spontaneous polarization P s ∈ R 3 and trace-less spontaneous strains ε s = [ε s ] t ∈ R 3×3 , reads 
wherein E = −∇φ ∈ R 3 represents the electric field and ε = ε t = ∇ sym u ∈ R 3×3 denotes the strain tensor. Material constants are introduced by means of the elastic stiffness C = C t = C T ∈ R 3×3×3×3 , the dielectric permittivity = t ∈ R 3×3 and the piezoelectric tensor d ∈ R 3×3×3 , respectively. From the physical point of view, material properties, and in particular anisotropic characteristics stemming from deformation-induced reorientation of the underlying unitcells, change during the entire deformation process. In the following, we, nevertheless, adopt an isotropic model for the elastic stiffness and dielectric permittivity, namely
with λ and μ denoting the Lamé parameters, basically defining the dielectric permittivity and I as well as I abbreviating second and fourth order identity tensors. Directional dependencies of the piezoelectric tensor, however, are addressed by directly including the polarization orientation so that d accounts for transversely isotropic response of perovskite crystallites with tetragonal microstructure; to be specific
Apparently, the piezoelectric tensor might vary from domain to domain with the unit-cell orientations m being aligned according to the polarization vector, i.e. m = P s / P s . For the symmetry class 4mm of interest in this work, m is in the 1 0 0 family so that six different orientations (at fixed principal directions of the unit-cell) come into the picture.
Random polarization initialization
The virgin or rather un-poled state of piezoelectric materials is characterized by randomly oriented or in fact equally distributed polarization vectors. Consequently, the initial macroscopic response possesses almost isotropic properties since the initial polarization of the bulk piezoceramics vanishes at the macroscopic level. In view of the poly-crystalline substructure, individual grains are subdivided into several domains equipped with possibly different polarization directions. Under sufficiently high loading conditions, however, the polarization directions might reorient, see Fig. 2 for a graphical illustration. The deformation-induced polarization reorientation is addressed in the subsequent section, while we now focus on how the initial un-poled state is taken into account within the proposed finite element framework.
For the computation of the initial unit-cell orientation m, which also determines the initial polarization vector P s as well as the initial spontaneous strains ε s , commonly applied Eulerian angles (Φ, Θ, Ψ ) are adopted; see for instance the monograph by Goldstein et al. (2002) for detailed background information. To be specific, Φ, Ψ ∈ [0, 2π) and sin(Θ − π 2 ) ∈ [−1, 1] are generated by random. The polarization direction consequently takes, e.g., the format 
so that initial spontaneous strains can be introduced via
Obviously, nonvanishing initial contributions of P s = 0 and ε s = 0 give rise to (inhomogeneous) electric displacements and initial mechanical stresses.
Rate-dependent domain switching
The polarization vector is generally assumed to be aligned with the orientation of the unit-cell. Since these directions are, for the tetragonally microstructured problem at hand, in the 1 0 0 family, solely 90 • or 180 • domain switching occurs. Practically speaking, switching effects might reorient the actual polarization vector either according to m n+1 ∈ {±m 1 , ±m 3 }| t n (90 • switching) or subjected to m n+1 ∈ {−m 2 }| t n (180 • switching), respectively, whereby t = t n+1 − t n > 0 refers to a finite time interval.
Energy-based switching criterion
In the progression of this work, possible reduction in free energy ( U ) is assumed to initiated domain switching processes. Conceptually speaking, switching processes come into the picture as soon as a particular (change in) energy barrier is exceeded, namely if
is violated. The ansatz is adopted (together with boundary conditions) from the contribution by McMeeking and Hwang (1997) wherein ψ c denotes the particular (constant) energy barrier per unit volume. If switching occurs, the spontaneous polarization vector P s is assumed to adjust its direction m but to retain its magnitude P s = P s . Accordingly, the polarization change P s satisfies
The jump in spontaneous strains is chosen so that its principal directions remain constant, i.e. generally persist aligned with the uni-cell orientation. Consequently, principal spontaneous strain values are allowed to shift. Incorporation of the polarization orientation as the predominant principal spontaneous strain direction consequently results in the representation
wherein ε s = √ 2/3 ε s and tr(ε s ) = 0 being obvious. With these kinematic or rather compatibility considerations in hand, we next adopt the approach advocated by Hwang et al. (1995) for the energy-base switching criterion, namely
The critical energy barrier V c ψ c is thereby directly related to the coercive electric field E 0 and the critical polarization value P 0 . Nevertheless, not only one but several switched polarization states might meet the criterion in Eq. (11) within one (specific) load step. The subsequently applied algorithm therefore incorporates the particular switched state corresponding to the largest amount in energy reduction which, however, might still violate Eq. (11). The applied criterion nicely serves for numerical simulations of rate-independent and rate-dependent switching embedded into a robust iterative finite element setting.
Rate-dependencies based on a volume fraction concept
The domain switching framework elaborated above accounts for rate-independent phase transformations, i.e. until now it has been assumed that the switching process can be completed within the considered time interval t. From the physical point of view domain switching requires a finite interval of time which might be larger than the particularly chosen value for t; see Fig. 3 of a graphical illustration of domain wall motion. Moreover, these effects influence the overall macroscopic response so that rate-dependency is also observe at the macro-level. To give an example, cyclic loading experiments result in different hysteresis and butterfly curves for different loading frequencies.
In the progression of this work, a linear kinetics theory for the propagation of new phases through the material of interest is adopted; for a detail discussion the reader is referred to Delibas et al. (2006) and Arockiarajan et al. (2005a) . In addition to the initiation of nucleation as based on Eq. (11) a critical time duration for the switching process is introduced. Practically speaking, if the time interval t, relating two subsequent incremental load steps, is larger than this critical time period, the phase boundary is enabled to completely propagate through the domain so that the switching process can be completed. Otherwise, the relation between t and the critical time duration is used to determine the volume fraction which switches. To be specific, this limit time parameter t l is assumed to be defined by the ansatz
being a temperature dependent parameter, compare Merz (1954) . For purpose of illustration, we refer to a blocktype specimen under macroscopically uni-axial loading conditions in the following. The electric potential is thereby prescribed at the top and bottom surfaces, φ top = 0 but φ bot = 0; compare Fig. 5 . In this regard, let f φ = 1/T φ denote the frequency of the applied electric potential which is linearly increased and decreased in time. Consequently, T φ Having these particular loading conditions in mind, the rate of the electric potentialφ top allows representation aṡ
whereinφ > 0 characterizes the loading amplitude of the electric potential. Conceptually speaking, incremental loading steps of the electric potential φ top are prescribed and consequently render essential boundary conditions; compare Fig. 4 . Apparently, the correlated time interval takes the format
from which we observe that t decreases for increasing loading frequencies f φ . Within the subsequent numerical examples, φ top andφ are assumed to remain constant. If, however, t < t l and switching has been activated, the entire phase transformation process is (physically) not completed within t. Consequently, we accept that solely a fraction of the domain switches as represented by the ratio τ . In practice, closing the phase transition might need several time steps t if, for instance, rather large loading frequencies f φ are applied. With this framework of a linear kinetics theory in hand, we next choose a particular ansatz for the volume fraction defining the switching subdomain V with respect to the overall domain volume V . In this regard, let
wherein t p t l denotes the time elapsed since the nucleation process has been initiated (for a particular load step). For t l > t we, accordingly, perform a linear interpolation between the totally switched ( P s n+1 ,ε s n+1 ) and un-switched state (P s n , ε s n ) with respect to the volume fraction ratio τ , namely P
The computation of P s n+1 andε s n+1 is thereby directly based on Eqs. (9), (10). The rate-independent case, as developed in Eqs. (9), (10), is naturally included by setting τ = 1 for t t l .
Remark 3.1. The modified update scheme in Eq. (16) does, apparently, not preserve the norm of P s and ε s . An alternative algorithmic implementation is provided by, e.g., m 2 = P s / P s , P s → P s m 2 and
, compare Eq. (7), which will numerically be investigated in future research.
Grain boundary effects
Individual grains in poly-crystalline piezoelectric materials are interconnected with each other at the grain boundaries. These boundaries particularly affect switching processes inside individual grains which is commonly denoted as so-called intergranular or grain boundary effects. To give an example, compatibility constraints might result in high stress levels nearby grain boundaries so that switching might be initiated under macroscopic loading levels at which phase transitions would otherwise be rather unexpected. Moreover, the initial random orientation of the polarization vectors further supports local electromechanical loading levels which can considerably vary from a macroscopic mean value. In summary, due to intergranular effects, domain switching usually occurs at loading levels well below the, e.g., macroscopic coercive electric field. Consequently, nonlinear response of piezoelectric materials is experimentally also within small electromechanical loading ranges observed. We will phenomenologically address this relevant modeling aspect by means of an additional switching probability function P , i.e P = ⎧ ⎨ ⎩ E e · P s e +σ e : ε s e 2E 0 P 0
wherein E e = E e and the material parameter k 0 allows calibration of simulations with experimental data. Moreover, use has thereby been made of volume-averaged quantities with respect to individual domains as represented by single finite elements within the subsequent numerical examples, namely (18) so that the finally applied energy-based switching criterion, compare Eq. (11), results in E e · P s e +σ e : ε s e > 2E 0 P 0 P .
Numerical examples
The subsequent numerical examples are based on a three-dimensional finite element framework. A brief outline of the coupled formulation is summarized in Appendix A. We will assume that each crystallite is represented by one (eight-node brick) finite element and, moreover, consider the polarization vector and spontaneous strain tensor to remain uniform within one element. Conceptually speaking, P s and ε s are attached to individual elements rather than to integration points as commonly applied for internal variable formulations in computational inelasticity. The orientation initialization of the underlying unit-cells is perform via random generation as highlighted in Section 2.3 and the onset of domain switching follows the criterion developed in Eqs. (11), (16), (19) . A staggered iteration scheme is applied for the subsequent finite element examples: (i) for given boundary/loading conditions, φ and u are computed at fixed P s , ε s and d, (ii) P s , ε s and d are allowed to switch element-wise for given φ and u, (iii) for identical boundary/loading conditions, φ and u are recomputed based on the updated values for P s , ε s and d; a detailed flowchart is summarized in Table 1 . As previously mentioned, the chosen polarization direction within the switched domain refers to that orientation among five kinematically admissible which (for given φ and u) results in the largest energy reduction. Furthermore, all finite elements are allowed to switch at the same time. For computational efficiency (among other reasons), this iterative scheme is solely repeated once even though the finally computed state is not necessarily in electromechanical equilibrium in the sense that further switching might occur at the particular loading level. Nevertheless, the developed algorithm turns out to perform very robust and to render results which are in reasonably good agreement with experimental measurements.
In view of reproducing common experimental setups, a block-like specimen under electrical loading conditions is considered in the following. Essential boundary conditions are introduced by means of prescribing the electric potential at the top, φ p top , and bottom surface, φ p bot ; see Fig. 5 for a graphical illustration. The electric potential at the bottom surface φ p bot is thereby throughout zero while the loading itself is performed by incrementally increasing and decreasing φ p top in a cyclic but quasi-static manner. Charge and traction free conditions are applied to the remaining surfacesthe displacements at the bottom surface u p bot , however, being clamped. For illustration purpose of commonly studied hysteresis and butterfly curves and in order to compare the later on obtained numerical results with experimental data, volume averaged quantities of interest are projected onto the longitudinal electrical loading direction e 3 , namely The subsequent finite element calculations refer to a block-like specimen arranged in a 9 × 9 × 9 cube and its discretization has been performed with 9×9×9 linear eight node bricks (Q1Q1) with the edges of the mesh being aligned with the global Cartesian frame {e 1,2,3 }, see Numerical examples studied in the progression of this work exclusively deal with rate-dependent response even though rate-independent modeling is naturally included within the proposed formulation; compare Sections 3.1 and 3.2. For detailed studies of rate-independent behavior we refer the reader to Arockiarajan et al. (2005b) where compressive loading stresses are additionally addressed. Application of axial and lateral mechanical loading (besides longitudinal electrical loading) to the rate-dependent formulation for piezoelectric materials developed in this contribution constitutes future research.
Simulation of rate-dependent switching without grain boundary effects
Incorporation of grain boundary effects is, for comparison reasons, neglected in this section, i.e. we throughout choose P = 1 or rather k = 0.
Figs. 6-8 show hysteresis and butterfly curves for various loading amplitudes and frequencies. Apparently, the hysteresis curves possess sharp corners near the macroscopic coercive electric field which is commonly not observed in experiments. It is, however, experimentally verified that the macroscopic coercive electric field depends on the loading frequency which is clearly captured by the numerical results displayed in Figs. 6-8 since the simulated macroscopic coercive electric field increases with increasing loading frequencies irrespective of the loading amplitudes. This increase is even observed for an electric field loading amplitude of E = 1.0 [MV/m] which is in the range of the macroscopic coercive electric field itself, see Fig. 8 . Another important observation is that the electric displacements and longitudinal strains decrease for higher loading frequencies -even if the amplitude of the applied electric field decreases. Furthermore, Figs. 6 and 7 additionally underpin that the electric displacements and total strain evolution is not entirely saturated for a loading frequency of 1.00 [Hz] compared with the almost quasi-static loading cases at 0.10 or 0.01 [Hz] . Practically speaking, the electric displacements and total strains rather increase at points where the loading direction is reversed ( E = 2.0, 1.5, 1.0 [MV/m]). In addition, Figs. 6 and 7 monitor that the remanent polarization (electrical displacement at zero electric field) and remanent total strains (longitudinal strain at zero electric field) values are considerably un-affected at loading frequencies f φ of 0.01 and 0.10 [Hz] and electric field amplitudes E of 2.0 and 1.5 [MV/m]. The main reason for this effect stems from the fact that possible domain switching has widely been completed within one representative time step. From Fig. 8 , however, it is clearly observed that the remanent polarization and remanent strains decrease with increasing loading frequencies.
Simulation of rate-dependent switching with grain boundary effects
Within the subsequent example, intergranular effects are phenomenologically incorporated via the proposed switching probability function. The additional material parameter or rather the polynomial degree of the probability function has thereby been chosen as k = 5 which renders the simulations to nicely match experimental data.
By analogy with Figs. 6-8 in the previous section, Figs. 9(left)-14(left) show computed hysteresis and butterfly curves for various loading frequencies and amplitudes while Figs. 9(right)-14(right) monitor experimental data reported by Zhou et al. (2001) . Since intergranular effects have been taken into account, the simulated curves are much smoother near the macroscopic coercive field compared to the results in Section 4.1. The curves displayed in Figs. 9(left)-14(left) reveal similar observations as those in Figs. 6-8, for instance: the coercive electric field increases with increasing loading frequencies; the remanent polarization and remanent total strains increase at lower loading amplitudes; etc. As a general rule, electric displacements and total strains increase at higher loading frequencies until the coercive field is reached. Apparently, the computations including the probabilistic approach better match experimental results and are in good agreement with the results reported by Zhou et al. (2001) .
Summary
The main goal of this contribution was the development of a robust coupled three-dimensional finite element formulation capturing rate-dependent switching effects of piezoelectric materials. As a key feature of the proposed framework, a micromechanically motivated energy-based switching criterion has been applied which accounts for coupled electromechanical loading. Besides a phenomenological approach for the incorporation of intergranular effects, a particular volume fraction concept or rather linear kinetics theory enabled the incorporation of rate-dependent switching effects. Based on these elaborations and an initially random polarization orientation to model the un-poled state, finite element examples have been studied. We thereby assumed individual grains to be represented by single finite elements and made use of a staggered iteration scheme. Representative macroscopic hysteresis and butterfly curves have been computed for various loading frequencies and amplitudes by additionally adopting standard volume averaging techniques. As a result, the performed simulations could be compared with measured data and it turned out that the computations based on the developed formulation nicely match experiments. Future research will place particular emphasis on the modeling of rate-dependent switching under coupled electromechanical loading conditions. finite element formulation itself is directly based on the principle of virtual work so that the correlated weak forms read Based on standard (iso-parametric) interpolation, the approximated electric potential φ and δφ, φ as well as the displacement field u and δu, u result in
with x h = n nod i=1 N i x i being obvious and, moreover, n nod and N i denoting the number of nodes per element as well as the shape functions, respectively. Application of the kinematic relations mentioned in Section 2.2 together with Eq. (A.3) consequently enables the following approximations .4) so that the discrete format for G φ and G u allows representations as Any contributions stemming from P s , ε s or d are neglected in Eq. (A.6) but explicitly captured within the staggered iteration scheme summarized in Table 1 . In view of a correlated finite element implementation, the terms in brackets in Eqs. (A.5), (A.6) render, after assembly with respect to the global finite element setting, the residual vectors (r φ and r u ) as well as incremental tangent stiffness matrix contributions (K φφ , K φu , K uφ and K uu ), respectively.
